
4859  Concordance Study

4859 1Co 7:5 consent

 

~~~~~~

 4859.  Strong's Dictionary Study

4859. sumphonos {soom'-fo-nos}; from 4862 and 5456; sounding
together (alike), i.e. (figuratively) accordant (neuter as noun,
agreement): --consent.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 4859 -- consent.

4858   Interlinear Index Study

4858  LUK 015 025 Now  1161 -de -  his elder  4245 -presbuteros -
  son  5207 -huios -  was in the field  LUK 0068 -agros -  :  
and as he came  2064 -erchomai -  and drew nigh  1448 -eggizo -  
to the house  3614 -oikia -  ,  he heard  LUK 0191 -akouo -
musick  {4858} -sumphonia -  and dancing  5525 -choros -  .

 

~~~~~~

  sumphonos 4859 -- consent.

* consent , 4334 , 4859 ,

 

~~~~~~

   agree 0800 #  Expanded Dictionary Study

  agree 0800 # asumphonos {as-oom'-fo-nos}; from 1 (as a
negative particle) and 4859; inharmonious (figuratively): --
{agree} not.[ql

  agree 4856 # sumphoneo {soom-fo-neh'-o}; from 4859; to be
harmonious, i.e. (figuratively) to accord (be suitable, concur)
or stipulate (by compact): -- {agree} (together, with).[ql

  consent 4859 # sumphonos {soom'-fo-nos}; from 4862 and 5456;
sounding together (alike), i.e. (figuratively) accordant (neuter
as noun, agreement): -- {consent}.[ql

  music 4858 # sumphonia {soom-fo-nee'-ah}; from 4859; unison of
sound ("symphony"), i.e. a concert of instruments (harmonious
note): -- {music}.[ql

  not 0800 # asumphonos {as-oom'-fo-nos}; from 1 (as a negative
particle) and 4859; inharmonious (figuratively): -- agree {not}.
[ql

  together 4856 # sumphoneo {soom-fo-neh'-o}; from 4859; to be
harmonious, i.e. (figuratively) to accord (be suitable, concur)
or stipulate (by compact): -- agree ({together}, with).[ql

  with 4856 # sumphoneo {soom-fo-neh'-o}; from 4859; to be
harmonious, i.e. (figuratively) to accord (be suitable, concur)
or stipulate (by compact): -- agree (together, {with}).[ql

 

~~~~~~

 4859. Cross Reference Study

4859.

4859 sumphonos  * consent , 4334 proserchomai  , {4859 sumphonos
} ,

 

~~~~~~
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  agree 0800 #  Expanded Dictionary Study

  agree 0800 # asumphonos {as-oom'-fo-nos}; from 1 (as a
negative particle) and 4859; inharmonious (figuratively): --
{agree} not.[ql

  agree 4856 # sumphoneo {soom-fo-neh'-o}; from 4859; to be
harmonious, i.e. (figuratively) to accord (be suitable, concur)
or stipulate (by compact): -- {agree} (together, with).[ql

  consent 4859 # sumphonos {soom'-fo-nos}; from 4862 and 5456;
sounding together (alike), i.e. (figuratively) accordant (neuter
as noun, agreement): -- {consent}.[ql

  music 4858 # sumphonia {soom-fo-nee'-ah}; from 4859; unison of
sound ("symphony"), i.e. a concert of instruments (harmonious
note): -- {music}.[ql

  not 0800 # asumphonos {as-oom'-fo-nos}; from 1 (as a negative
particle) and 4859; inharmonious (figuratively): -- agree {not}.
[ql

  together 4856 # sumphoneo {soom-fo-neh'-o}; from 4859; to be
harmonious, i.e. (figuratively) to accord (be suitable, concur)
or stipulate (by compact): -- agree ({together}, with).[ql

  with 4856 # sumphoneo {soom-fo-neh'-o}; from 4859; to be
harmonious, i.e. (figuratively) to accord (be suitable, concur)
or stipulate (by compact): -- agree (together, {with}).[ql
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